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Şirket 1973 yılında bir balıkçılık limanı olarak Karaduvar’da
kuruldu ve faaliyetlerini Akyürek Kardeşler adı altında
yürüttü ve bugünlere kadar geldi. Akyürek kardeşler,
1970’lerin sonlarında ürettiği makinelerle güçlü bir imaj
yakaladı. Dürüst ticaret ve satış sonrası hizmetler için tercih
edilmektedir.

2000'li yıllarda, inovasyon süreci, ikinci genelleştirmenin
sisteme katılmasından sonra başladı. Yeni teknik / otantik
ürünler üretilmeye başlandı. Fabrika kapasitesi geliştirildi

1980'lerde Ataş yolu üzerinde yeni bir fabrikaya taşındı.
O sırada karşılaşılan zorluklara rağmen, eleme makineleri üretmeye
devam ettiler. Tüm makineler onlar tarafından üretildi. Kendileri çizdi
ve tasarladılar. Makinelerin birçok gece testleri yapıldı. / 90'lı yıllarda
Türkiye iç pazarının yükselişine rağmen üretim faaliyetlerine devam
edildi! Herhangi bir farklılığa inanmadılar ve meclis için ülkenin dört
bir yanına gittiler.

Vega Pre-Cleaning Machine

VEGA PRE - CLEANING MACHINE
For more than 40 years, Akyurek has been something of a fixed institution in the development, design and
production of cleaning and grading machines.
Throughout the decades, we have left a significant impact on the technical standard of these systems.
Especially when it comes to harvest crop intake systems as well as pre-cleaning and main cleaning
systems for cereal grains, maize, oilseeds, legumes, malt, rice, coffee and soybeans a wide range of users
are relying on technology made by Akyurek.
Our high-performance machines are used mainly in
* Harvest crop intake and receipt facilities delivery pre-cleaning operations
* Mills and malting plants
* Silos and storage warehouses
* Seed processing plants
These machine types, although vastly different from one another, have one important thing in common:
Anyone opting for one of the VEGA series cleaning and grading machines will get thousandfold proven
technology for cleaning cereal grains,
oilseeds and legumes and for processing malting barley, malt and seed grains. And a tried-and-true
system with air classification at the infeed end and high-intensity vertical sifting at the outfeed end. These
cleaning systems are being put to the test every day by countless companies all over the world.

Cleaning machines have been one of Akyurek's core products right from the outset.
In critical dialogue with our customers and partners, we have been constantly receiving and implementing requests and suggestions and responded to market demands with
well-targeted developments.
The logical result: today’s state-of-the-art VEGA series cleaning machines, which leave nothing to be desired, thanks to their functional details and holistic, tailor made concepts.
Quality shows in a number of features, such as e.g.:
State-of-the-art technology based on decades of experience in the development of high-quality threshing-crop cleaning machines
Double aspiration thanks to vertical sifters at the infeed and outfeed ends, for high-intensity, economical and environmentally-friendly cleaning through air separation of the fine
particles
High hourly output rates thanks to large screen surfaces, even for very contaminated or wet products
Economical solution for processing one or two different product types without need of screen change
Optimized system adaptability to the cleaned product thanks to air volume regulation – either by remote control or directly „hands-on“
Minimum maintenance thanks to optimized design and use of high-quality components

Vega Pre-Cleaning Machine
Application & characteristics
Cleaning machines of the VEGA 22A, VEGA 222A and VEGA 333A series are worldwide proven
universal cleaning machines for single or double product sorting without need of screen exchange.
They have been developed specifically for handling difficult products such as e.g. rape, and are used
primarily in silo and processing plants as well as in storage warehouses and malting plants.
Main features
* Economical and highly efficient cleaning system thanks to the twice-over use of the aspiration air
* High output rates thanks to the time-tested plan sifter system with circular vibratory movements
* Cleaning and grading through coarse- and grain screens into 4 fractions:
1 st grade = cleaned goods
2 nd grade = small grains
Waste = coarse particles
Infeed and outfeed aspiration = lightweight particles
* High operational reliability thanks to screens with perforated metal plates on rugged steel frames
and time-tested rubber ball cleaning system
* User-friendly air volume regulation for optimum adjustment of the machine to the respective
product
* High screen density in a small space
* Low energy consumption
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Dimensions
Length
mm

160
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200
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6.000
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2.500
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3.270

2.270
3.600

Pre-Screening Area
Main Screening Area
Sieve Motors

kW

Others

Tohum Ayırma Makinesi

Elek Serisi

İnce Elekli Temizleyici

Akyürek İnce Fırça Tipi Elekli Temizleme Makinesi

AKYÜREK İNCE FIRÇA TİPİ ELEKLİ TEMİZLEYİCİ O.TEM-005
Makinenin Fonksiyonları

Ürün, giriş kapısı ayarlanabilir bir girişe dökülür. Ürün elek vakum bölmesinden düştüğünde, ince
parçacıklar emme öncesi aşamada ilk olarak beş kez ayrılır. Küçük delikli perde, küçük kirleri ilk
güvertedeki üründen ayırmak için açılır.
Kirliliklerin küçük bir şekilde ayrılması aynı zamanda birinci gövdede aynı anda gerçekleştirilirken,
vakum haznesi, hafif ürünü hafif kirliliklerinden emerek havalandırma kanalları ve elle ayarlanabilen
havalandırma ızgaraları ile homojen bir hava akışı sağlar ve odanın vidalı taşıyıcısı tarafından boşaltılır.
Küçük yabancı maddelerden ve hafif safsızlıklardan ayrılmış tohumlar, ana tohumlara kıyasla safsızlıkların büyük bir şekilde ayrılması için kullanılan büyük bir perforasyona (ana tohumdan daha büyük)
sahip olan ikinci elek üzerine hareket eder. Büyük kirlilikler elek üzerinde kalır ve ana tohumlar
delikten geçer ve makineyi istenen veya sol veya sağ tarafında bırakır.

Apronlu İnce Temizleme Makinesi

Apronlu ince temizleme makinesinin her türlü kuru ve granül tohumun organik ve organik olmayan
safsızlıklardan temizlemesi amaçlanmıştır.
Apronlu ince temizleme makinesi şunları ayırabilir:
- Bir eleme / elek vasıtasıyla küçük kirlilikler.
- Hava taramasının 5 katı ile kirleri hafifletiniz. Elek düzeni, amacı ve görevi değiştirilir.

Teknik Bilgiler ve Kapasite Tablosu

Model
Teknik Bilgi

Üç Apronlu İnce
Temizleme Makinesi

2

2

3

12,600 m /h

12,600 m /h

12,600 m3/h

Ayarlanabilir hava
vakum kanalı sayısı

5

5

5

Ürünün vakuma
maruz kalma sayısı

5

5

5

Elek Boyutları

3

3

1000*2000 mm

1000*2000 mm

1000*2000 mm

Eleme Alanı

2m

4m

6 m2

Elek Sayısı

1

2

3

Toplam Fırça Sayısı

5

10

15

Eleme Teknesi

1

2

3

Motor Sayısı

5

5

5

6,3 kW

6,7 kW

7,1 kW

Toplam Güç İhtiyacı

A-Vakum Odası
B-Küçük safsızlıkların elenmesi
C-Temiz tohum çıkışı

Çift Apronlu İnce
Temizleme Makinesi

Hava sarfiyatı m /h
3

Akış Şeması

Apronlu İnce
Temizleme Makinesi

2

2

Standart Gerilim

380

380

380

Opsiyonel Gerilim

220-440

220-440

220-440

1550

1550

1760

Excentrique

Excentrique

Excentrique

Ağırlık
Titreşim

Tohum Ayırma Makinesi

Akış Şeması

Elek Serisi

İnce Elekli Temizleyici

Akyürek İnce Fırça Tipi Elekli Temizleyici

Çift Apronlu İnce Temizleme Makinesi
- Çift apronlu ince temizleme makinesi, her tür kuru ve
granül tohumun organik ve organik olmayan safsızlıklardan
temizlenmesi için tasarlanmıştır. Çift apronlu ince temizleme
makinesi şunları ayırabilir:
- Tarama / elek vasıtasıyla büyük / kaba safsızlıklar ve
küçük safsızlıklar.
- Bir eleme / elek vasıtasıyla küçük kirlilikler.
- Hava taramasından 5 kat fazla safsızlıkları azaltır ve Elek
düzeni, amacı ve görevi değiştirir

A-Vakum Odası
B-Küçük safsızlıkların elenmesi
C-Büyük kirliliklerin soyulması
D-Temiz tohum üretimi

Üç Apronlu İnce Temizleme Makinesi
Üç apronlu ince temizleme makinesi, her tür kuru ve granül tohumun
organik ve organik olmayan safsızlıklardan temizlenmesi için tasarlanmıştır.

Akış Şeması
A

Üç apronlu ince temizleme makinesi şunları ayırabilir:
-Bir elek kullanılarak büyük / iri katışıklıklar ve küçük safsızlıklar.
- 5 kez hava eleme ile küçük safsızlıkların temizlenmesi.
-Çıkışta 2 tohum kalitesi veya en çok temizlenen ürünlerin seçimi.
Elek düzeni, amaç ve görevi değiştirebilir.

B

C

E

D

A-Akış Şeması
B-Küçük katışıklıkların elenmesi
C-Büyük katışıklıkların soyulması
D-Derecelendirme 1
E-Derecelendirme Çıkışı 2

Rare Earth Magnetic Belt Separator

RARE EARTY MAGNATIC BELT SEPARATOR MB-1500
Akyurek’s Rare Earth Magnetic Belt Separator has a wide range of application for
likes of Food, Feed, Milling, Pharmaceutical, Chemical and Recycling Industries.
Rare Earth Magnetic Belt Separator; a short Belt conveyor with a Magnetic Pulley
which separates ferromagnetic and paramagnetic particles from nonmagnetic
particles that flow freely off at the end of the Belt conveyor.
Separation of any item that can be loaded with
-Simple and Effective Equipment
-Easy to use
-User Friendly

1683

1195

2265,5

2137,5
128

620

1757,5

1890

1472

380

-Built to last

CAPACITY
Wheat
Chickpea

5 tph
5 tph

Beans

5 tph

Sunflower Seeds

3 tph

Sesame

3 tph

Chia

3 tph

Small-Scale Air/Screen Cleaner

SMALL SCALE AIR/SCREEN CLEANER
LTEM-350x600
The LTEM-350x600 Small-Scale Air/Screen Cleaner is a precision and fine cleaner for research
stations, institutes etc.
The LTEM can be used for batch and continuous flow separation and is very well suited for cleaning
of a large variety of seed types.
The LTEM-350x600 Small-Scale Air/Screen Cleaner offers the below features:
° Inlet with capacity shutter and vibrator feeder with start/stop and potentiometer.
° Aspiration system with pre-aspiration and final aspiration connected to an air recirculation system.
° Screen section consisting of one sieve boat with 1 short scalping screen and 2 long grading/sand
screen layers; the 2 long screen layers with rubber ball cleaning.
Inspection windows.
° 4 collecting drawers for removed product.
° Variable drive of sieve boat with frequency converter.
The machine is of steel construction with sieve boat of laminated wood.
Options:
°
°
°
°
°
°
°

Rotary valve for aspiration chamber; incl. 6 kW motor
Air velocity meter in final aspiration channel
Extension for inlet (25 l)
Outlet pipes for transport of product to floor level
Extended outlet trays and plastic sleeves for transport of product to floor level
Three long screen layers with rubber ball cleaning (1 scalping and 2 grading) (0.4 m2 )
Autotransformer for 110 V, 60 Hz

DISTINGUISHING ADVANTAGES:
NATURAL PRODUCT

°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°

Inlet with capacity shutter and vibrator feeder for precise feed control and cleaning of a wide variety of products
Highly efficient air system ensuring a uniform aspiration and a good separation of the product
Air recirculation system with integrated fan and dust suction unit for a dustless operation
Screen section with easily accessible quick-change screens with superior cleaning system
Electrical controls for easy connection into a 230 V outlet; Autotransformer for 110 V also available
Easy clean-down when changing from one product to another
In right or left-hand construction to suit individual plant layouts
Low maintenance costs

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

LTEM-350x600

Screen area m2
Screen size L x W mm – short scalping
Screen size LxW mm–long grading/sand
Motors V
Fan motor kW
Sieve boat motor kW
Vibrator feeder motor kW

350 x 300
350 x 600 x 2 Levels
1 x 230
1.1
0.37
0.17

FINAL PRODUCT
SIEVE TOP (ROUGH)
ELEK ALTI 1
SIEVE 1
SIEVE 2
SKIN GRAIN, SHELL
FORTY SHELL, POWDER

%50 Product
%50 Product

0.105 + 0,21 +0,21 = 0,525

DIRTY AIR FILTER IS PASSED TO THE
ATMOSPHERE AS A CLEAN AIR.

Small Scale De-Stoner

SMAL SCALE DE - STONER
LTTAM 450*900
The LTTAM Small scale De-Stoner is designed for continuous flow separation of small volumes of seed
and grain, which have already been fine cleaned.
The Stoner separator exploits the smallest differences in the specific weight of a product and it is
therefore possible to separate heavy admixture from light seed.
The LTTAM Stone separator offers the below features:
° Inlet with capacity shutter.
° Oscillating triangular grading deck with air distribution plate and standard covering.
° Eccentric shaft with digital readout.
° Manually adjustable: deck inclinations tilt / fixed stroke length - deck speed fixed - air volume
shutter adjustable ° Outlet section
° Integrated fan with frequency converter.
° Collecting drawers for 2 fractions.
° Motors. The machine is of steel construction with the grading deck of laminated wood.
Options:
° Extension for inlet (25 l)
° Aspiration hood above the deck
° Outlet pipes for transport of product to floor level
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS: LTTAM-450*900
Grading deck 40.5 cm2
Motor for integrated fan kW 1.1
Motor for deck speed kW 0.37

1619,2

° Highly efficient air system with integrated fan ensuring a uniform air
distribution across the entire grading deck
° Oscillating triangular grading deck for accurate splitting of the
product into heavy and light fractions in one operation
° Electrical controls for easy connection into a 230 V outlet; Autotransformer for 110 V also available
° Easy clean-down when changing from one product to another
° Low maintenance cost

918,8

DISTINGUISHING ADVANTAGES:

Eksantirik Motoru
Aspirator Motoru
Toplam Güç Serfiyatı
Elek Ölçüsü
Eleme Alanı

0,25 kw 915 d- dak
1,1 kw 3000 d- dak
1,35 kw
450 * 900 mm
0,35 m2

700

SMAL SCALE DE - STONER
LTTAM 450*900

1068

1598

Grain Screening

Screen Series

Laboratory Equipment

Sample Grain Screening Machine

SAMPLE GRAIN SCREENING MACHINE AE 5OO
Precise and reliable performance for cleaning, testing or sampling in small batches. It has a small and precise bench
design.
It is compact and easy to handle.
It is used at the grain plants to sample the large batches.
It is preferred by vegetable and flower producers and seed shops for special cleaning, special calibrating and special
sizing.
It is used in a number of seed laboratories.
Available in 120 different sizes; large and small screen size.
There are two 25x45xm screens on the screen base. One for the upper separation area and the other for the lower
separation area.
Removable grab-all bag serves as an air-filter chamber fitted with an exchangeable tray.
Powered bottom blower is driven by a pulley.
The adjustable slide in the air intake holes ensures intermediate air regulation.

6

The seeds are transferred to the funnel and evenly distributed across the top screen.

520

631

7

730,5

1240

750

The product then moves on to the upper screen having cavities larger than the product.
Foreign mixtures which are coarser than the grains are separated and discharged from the flow through a narrow groove, while
the semi-suitable particles fall down through the screen.
The bottom screen does not separate the product to size. The bottom screen gaps should be smaller than the grains to be cleaned. Small-size basket. The seed particles and the split grains fall down
through the screen: these are discharged from the product stream by means of a narrow groove, while the most suitable products pass through this narrow groove and continue to flow.
[This is the flow shown in diagram to the left).
The product is then transferred through the air column from the bottom blower. This air blower effectively removes fine debris and dust that may have remained after the process
mentioned above.
Light and semi-hollow seeds are collected in a small container.
Light and semi-empty seeds are collected in a small container
Dust and tiny deposits are collected in a small chamber
Suitable products are poured into a clean grain container at the bottom of the aeration chamber.

Seed Processing

Seed Processing Drum

SEED PROCESSING DRUM
DST series basic processing system is designed to be used for one or more products at the same time by continuously adjusting the seeds to predetermined quantities.

Operation system

1700,9

The grains flow through the volumetric feeder. Each chamber of the volumetric feeder has the same volume or the
same capacity. The wheel speed multiplied by the number of revolutions per minute indicates the volume of grain
processed per minute. The pumps that guide the liquids to the spray heads are programmed and calibrated in a way
to deliver a certain amount of liquid per minute. The seed and liquid then work in harmony until the system is
readjusted for new flow rates. The seed passes through a spray of liquid product atomized by smooth circular
screens above the dispersion cone. The homogeneous distribution during application ensures that the seed and liquid
mixture are fully homogenized, guaranteeing a high-quality coating. This makes it possible to plant suitable seeds
and provides high yields. The mixing drum is driven by the starter motor which gradually switches to variable speeds.
The tilt angle of the drum is adjustable. This system, combined with adjustable seed and fluid flow rates, provides
maximum flexibility and contributes to obtaining fully encapsulated seeds. The seeds dry enough for immediate
bagging and does not create dust formation problems. Seeds, usually operated by lifting or automatic transport
system, are fed through the pre-storage funnel. The seeds are poured into a storage/holding tank or a transport
vehicle for collection after the processing

Peanut

821,3

1023,9

Capacity

2151,4

1200

Liquid Only [Mushroom Killer]

1.8 - 5.4 m.t/hr

Dry powder only
Dry powder only

1.8 - 5.4 m.t/hr

Liquid and dry powder 2.7 - 5.4 m.t/hr

The Vertical Huller uses the vertical abrasive, top to bottom working principle which has been proven to achieve the
highest whole grain yield. The grain enters the Huller via two inlets and is guided into the processing chamber by a feed
screw. There, it is exposed to careful whitening of the grain surface between the six abrasive rings and the screen. As the
rotor is dynamically balanced a smooth running is assured. The Hulling intensity is controlled by two easily adjustable
means the counterweight of the retaining gate and the gap between rotor and brakes. For coarse adjustment, the vertical
brakes attached to the sieve basket are moved simultaneously by simply turning a handwheel and there by tuning the
resistance inside the chamber. The fine setting is done by changing the counterweight position of the retaining gate, thus
controlling the pressure. The gravity flow of the product allows a trouble-free restart in case of an emergency shut-down.
Application:
The Vertical Huller versatile enough to be adapted to various products such as Wheat, Barley, Peas, Lentil, Millet, Rice,
Chickpea, Mung Beans.
Designed to fulfill the highest needs in gentle Hulling. It is the perfect tool to obtain best surface treatment at highest
whole grain yield.
The machine can be operated and maintained with minimum effort. Due to its optimised sanitation concept, cleaning time
is almost eliminated.

Machine Specifications
Capacity: Kg/h
Motor kW 45
Aspiration m3/min

3500-8000*

1700

Aspiration System:
The Vertical Huller is equipped with an
optimised aspiration system that fulfills
two tasks very efficiently: it cools the
Grain and there by reduces breakage
and supports the conveying of the husk
out of the hulling chamber into the
exhaust system. Therefore, aspiration air
is guided partly through the product and
partly around the screens. The aspiration
hood, being easy to open or remove,
gives full access to the heart of the
machine. For best sanitation, no moving
parts are involved in the hull removal
system.
The ammeter and the vacuum gauge
allow the monitoring of the motor
current and the negative pressure of the
applied exhaust system.

37-55
(Standard:37kW)
35

Approx. weight in kg
Unpacked

1300

Railworthy packing

1500

Seaworthy packing

1600

Volume in m3
Seaworthy packing

4.3

1650

Nut Blancher

NUT BLANCHER FZSM-0-0
When skin removal from nut kernels is required, Akyurek offers an efficient systems to fit the bill. Akyurek Nut
Blancher gently remove the skins from nut kernels without creating excess product damage. The Akyurek Nut
Blancher is designed to release skins and hearts from splits and whole nut kernels. Split Nut Blanching is
normally used in peanut butter manufacturing and making chips/quarters or slices to incorporate in candies and
Whole nut Blanching is used for Confectionary Snack Industry
Akyurek Blanchers are designed for ease of operation, maintenance, and sanitation. Reliability and performance
are built in.

dust outlet

Function
Blanched to be Nut requires half roasting just before
blanching, after half roasting skin on Nut Kernel would
be loosen and when enters Blancher machine it would
be removed with gentlest was to eliminate loss in
process and increase yield. A Screen Separator is
required for undersize removal. Color Sorting of un
blanched nut kernel would be necessary for optimum
result.

170

clean product outlet

915 x 913 x 703
Amount of compressed requirment

914,5

50

Seed Hullers

Amount of aspiration requirment
Peanut
Hazelnut

Construction

Grain Screening

Screen Series

Multiple Separator

MULTIPLE SEPARATOR
Mode of operation: The first stage of cleaning involves the separation of all particles that are above or below the
dimensioning dimensions. The sorting screen removes all impurities such as straw, garbage or stone, etc., which are
larger than the grain grain.
The sand screen removes all debris, such as sand, broken particles and foreign particles, which are smaller than the
grain grain.
The next important step is to separate the product by particle weight and divide the mixture into fractions.
Particles of the same size are separated according to their density.
The separation is based on differences in the flow rate of the different fractions of the product: heavy particles come
into contact with the oscillating screen bottom and flow to the next stage of disintegration, while the clean grain
flows to the product outlet on the air pad.
Classification by ventilation allows the separation of low-density particles such as dust, shell, shrunken particles and
foreign particles.
Product inlet
Foreign object separation
Sand
Stone
Sorting out by weight
Mixed classification
Classification by lightness
Blower separator
Aspirator connections

Dimensions (mm)
Type
Height
Multi
SG-DS-GS

3458
cm

Width

Length

Weight

1763
cm

2366
cm

1750
kg

Technical specifications
Type

Capacity
in t/h
wheat
(approx. values)

Aspiration
with/without
air-recycling
system m3/min

Power
requirement
Vibrator
kW

Net

Gross

By sea

Sea
transportation
m3

Multi
SG-DS-GS

3-12

90

2x0,75

1650

1800

2000

9.0

Approx. weight in kg

Grain separation

Screening Series

Combined Particle Cleaner

COMBINED GRAIN CLEANER
The Akyurek combined particle cleaner series equipment is used for high quality cleaning of large volume
free-flowing product particles. For example: cereals. oily seeds. fine seeds (grass and vegetable seeds). A high-level
cleaning is achieved by the combination of the filtration process and the recessed rollers fitted with the air intake
system.

Advantages:

• Delivery of different products thanks to a wide range of settings
• High-level cleaning
• Quick and easy screen replacement
• Two-stage adjustable air volume for different products
• Extremely effective cleaning of screen surfaces by using the screen shakers (upper screen) and brushes (lower
screen)
• Two threaded rollers for high sorting performance
• Also suitable for intensive cleaning without geared roller.

Descriptions:

The product is withdrawn from the suction funnel with the pre-suction pipe. Light particles are screened. The chaffs
(hulls) and dust are extracted here.
The product is then transported to the screen chamber.
The top screen extracts large and coarse particles.
The top screen is cleaned with a screen shaker.
The small particles are separated by a bottom screen.
The sliding brush cleans the bottom screen.
The screened product is conveyed through the final suction duct. Light particles below 1d density are extracted by air
flowing. The cleaned product is transported to the indented rollers where the extraction process is short. For example: broken grains and round seeds are extracted.
The cleaned seed is conveyed to the bagging devices with recessed cylinder and can be bagged there.

Assembly:

The air filters are equipped with an inlet hopper, a final suction duct, storage chambers and a two-tier screen chamber.
The different components of the machine (inlet hopper, screen compartments, fan, etc.) are actuated by a V-belt system with
an electric motor

Standard equipment:

• Bolted frame made of painted steel sheet
• Screening sets for sorting program
• Screen shakers (agitators) and sliding brush
• Driven by 3.0 kW Electric motor

Options:

Screens are available for many different products

Technical specifications
Capacity [wheat based]
Industrial cleaning
Cleaning of seeds
Operation width
Screen area
Air Volume 1
Air Volume 1
Drive motor
Speed
Fan speed 1
Fan speed 2
Screening speed

CSC 1.1 CSC 2.2
t/h
t/h
mm
m2
m3/h
m3/h
kW
rpm
rpm
rpm
rpm

4
2.5
65
1,26
4500
5800
3
1450
900
1100
35

8
5
130
2,52
6500
7800
6
1450
900
1100
35

Technical specifications
Number of screen layers
Upper screen layer
Lower screen layer

CSC 1.1
pcs.
pc.
pc.

Netto1, Jage of the upper screen layer
Netto1, Jage of the lower layer of screen

Dimension:
Dimension
Length
Width
Total height with connection to tu1, Jau

mm
mm
mm
mm

CSC 1.1

2
2
1
1
1
1
Agitators Agitators
Brushes Brushes
4717
1337
2100
2473

5060
2100
2200
2780

450
1250/1600

450
1750

Air exhaust system
Pipe diameter for the exhaust system mm

Cyclone type

Conveyor

Conveyor

Continuous Bucket Feed Elevators

CONTINUOUS BUCKET FEED ELEVATORS
Continuous bucket-feed elevators are designed to handle brittle and delicate materials in order to minimize
product deterioration or damage. It is also ideal for handling the heavy or abrasive materials. Continuous
bucket feed elevators are also used to handle the light and fluid materials that must be prevented from letting
air in.
The material is conveyed to the buckets by means of an inlet chute. Buckets are designed for soft unloading;
the buckets are placed at short intervals on the belt or chain to allow the material to flow behind the previous
bucket; the long edges close the duct in order to guide the material to the discharge nozzle. Since the direct
loading of the material occurs at slow speed in this type of elevator, it prevents the ejection movement of the
centrifugal type elevators and is ideal for precise use in brittle materials.

Centrifugal type
Dimensions
Type
100
125
A
1164 cm 1164 cm
B
402 cm 402 cm
C
738 cm 738 cm
D
1140 cm 1140 cm
E
4771 cm 4771 cm
F
6800 cm 6800 cm
G
885 cm 885 cm
H
350 cm 350 cm
I
250 cm 250 cm
J
788 cm 788 cm
K
1056 cm 1056 cm
L
200 cm 200 cm
M
100 cm 100 cm
N
250 cm 252,5 cm
O
400 cm 400 cm
P
600 cm 600 cm
Capacity 1 tph
2 tph

Continuous type
150
180
1164 cm 1164 cm
402 cm 402 cm
738 cm 738 cm
1140 cm 1140 cm
4771 cm 4771 cm
6800 cm 6800 cm
885 cm 885 cm
350 cm 350 cm
250 cm 250 cm
788 cm 788 cm
1056 cm 1056 cm
200 cm 200 cm
100 cm 100 cm
254,5 cm 256,5 cm
400 cm 400 cm
600 cm 600 cm
3 tph
5 tph

200
250
1164 cm 1164 cm
402 cm 402 cm
738 cm 738 cm
1140 cm 1140 cm
4771 cm 4771 cm
6800 cm 6800 cm
885 cm 885 cm
350 cm 350 cm
250 cm 250 cm
788 cm 788 cm
1056 cm 1056 cm
200 cm 200 cm
100 cm 100 cm
258,5 cm 260,5 cm
400 cm 400 cm
600 cm 600 cm
7 tph
10 tph

300
1164 cm
402 cm
738 cm
1140 cm
4771 cm
6800 cm
885 cm
350 cm
250 cm
788 cm
1056 cm
200 cm
100 cm
262,5 cm
400 cm
600 cm
12,5 tph

Mobile Seed Processing Equipment

MOBILE SEED PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
Akyurek seed processing and packaging technology offers a range of mobile seed processing systems
for the purification and chemical treatment of grain seeds, for planting according to the specific
requirements of each customer.
The capacities of mobile seed processing equipment can vary from 1 to 10 tonnes / hour depending on
the customer's requirements and can be customized for higher capacities on request.

Mobile equipment for seed production:

- Project design, paperwork and installation costs are minimized,
- Minimizes equipment installation time,
- The process line is prepared for a complete manufacturing operation,
- Shipping costs are significantly reduced:
-Excellent solution for installation at customer's premises.

Function

Mobile seed processing application is designed for chemical treatment for up to 99% purification of
grain seeds and complete safe storage. Seed treatment machines are mounted on trailers so that the
farmers and businesses can use this service at their own workplaces.

MOBILE SEED PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
COMPACT MODEL SERIE F-310
COMPACT Models
Capacity - Input
Conveyor
De-awner tool
Conveyor
Fine Screen Series
Conveyor
Rotary Sorter
Seed processing
Seed Processor
Conveyor
Weighing and
Bagging Scales

Aspiration
Power Panel
Trailer
Generator

Mobile Seed Processing Equipment
1- Feed conveyor: Screw conveyor for inlet-seed feeding system (alternatively can be replaced
with bucket elevator or belt conveyor).

7- Bucket conveyors: Suitable types and models for transporting seeds from one
machine to another, in all types of machines.

2- De-awner Tool; Cleaning the barley chaffs/shells

8- Dust control system: Sorting by air blowing in the form of cyclone or whirlwind.

3- EScreen Cleaning: Separation of oversize and undersize mixtures and impurities trough the
perforated screens, as well as by air blowing the mixture and light materials.

4- Rotary Sorter:

Standardization of seed length, extraction of wild (weed) seeds, separation of
longer and shorter foreign objects

9- Power control: The generator ensures the operation of the machine on the
chassis mentioned above.

5-Seed Processing:

10- Trailer: For a mobile plant, a trailer of the appropriate size and model is

: Application of liquid chemicals for planting and safe storage

6- Bagging; Gross or net weighing of the seeds; packaging and sealing, in 25 or 50 kg bags

available for mobile seed processing equipment having the necessary space.

Zig Zag air Husk Separator

ZIG ZAG AIR HUSK SEPARATOR
Double Colon Zig Zag Husk Separator designed for Husk Separation after Sesame Peeling as
well as separation of moister from Sesame Seeds.
Application of the Zig Zag air separator Features
* Very precise separation due to by multi-stage-cross-flow separation
* The consequential multiple impacts of the mass flow, the desagglomeration and release of
product knots is ensured.
* To reach stable operating conditions, we use a special designed ventilator rotor disk
* Constant product quality is provided via regulation of air flow and control (optional)
* Due to additional cleaning valves in the separator channel the equipment can be cleaned
easily
* In the air recirculation mode exists no emission source
* Long life span due to robust construction and no rotating parts in the separator
* Sturdy design
Technical details: Complete Stainless Steel Body
2 Colons of 6 Stage Cross Flow Zig Zag Air Separator Channels
Each Colon has air flow generator Aspirator with Heat Resistance
Feeder Hoppers Cyclones with Rotary Valves, Reject Collecting Cyclones with Rotary Valves,
Base Frame and Service Platform.

Work principle
First Husk Separation Cycle
Clients Sesame Peelers output is feed to a Pneumatic Conveyor which conveys the product to First
Cyclone Feeder Hopper.
- Feeder hopper Cyclone with Rotary Feeder 0.55 kw delivers the product (Husk and peeled Sesame) to
the 6 Counter Flow Zig Zag Air Channel which is equipped with Heat Resistances and 4 kW Aspirator ;
The hot air which is pushed from bottom to the top meets with gravity flow husk and peeled Sesame and
this is where the husk is pushed up stream and separated from peeled sesame. Reject husk Collected by
Cyclone with Rotary Feeder and fed in to a Bag or handled differently according to client choice.
Accept output which falls downstream by gravity fed to Rotary Feeder which then fed to Pneumatic
Blower Pipe which feeds to Second Cyclone Feeder Hopper and above separation task repeated.
Motors
6 UNITS 0.55 kw/48 RPM AIRLOCK
2 UNITS 4 kw/1500 RPM ASPIRATOR S/S
2 UNITS 1.1 kw/3000 RPM PUNOMATIC ASPIRATOR S/SFeeding the Separator and Feeding Equipment after Separator is included.

TECNICAL DATA
Width
Length
Height
Weight

1900 mm
3400 mm
4550 mm
1950 Kg

Resistance Fan
Blower

2x4 Kw
2x1,5 Kw

Resistance
Air Lock
Capacity
Internal Temperature

2x(16x2000W)
6x0,55 kW
1500 Kg/ h
100 oC

Vibratory Sifter Separator

VIBRATORY SIFTER SEPARATOR
The modern design of the Vibratory Sifter separator allows it to achieve high quality cleaning at
required capacities, whilst having small overall dimensions and low power consumption.
Choice of model allows to separate over and or undersize impurities from peeled sesame. The separator is offered with the choice of Aspiration separator systems.

ADVANTAGES:
The features of the vibratory sieve separator are as follows:
- Speed and capacity adjustment with inverter
- Smooth and silent operation.
- Drive by electric vibratory motors for negligible maintenance and highly effective screening.
- Good access to sieves and easy sieve change.
- Choice of aspiration systems from basic aspiration case to high performance pneumatic
channels, as follows:
Version “A” – separator with basic aspiration case – for removal of dust.
Version “B” – fan located below the sieve basket in separator frame to blow light admixtures
from of cleaned seed.

CONSTRUCTION:
The vibratory sifter separator consists of:
-Sieve basket with two decks of sieves and product inlet and outlet.
-Sieve basket with single decks of sieves and product inlet and outlet.
-Supporting frame.
-Drive consisting of one or two electric vibrators mounted to sieve basket sides.
-Outlet stub-pipes for outputting impurities.
-The steel work is All Through Stainless Steel
-CNC Laser cut steel components for precision manufacturing
-Rosta Shoes for silent and long lasting opearation

OPERATION:
Sesame is fed to the machine by means of supplied conveyor equipment, and then moved to the front
part of the sieve basket where the grain
distribution device spreads the grain across the whole sieve width. The reciprocating movement caused
by the vibratory motors, moves the seed downwards across the screen surface and at the same time
effectively directs the grain into a vertical position to pass through the perforated screens.
The Akyurek VSS has been designed to ensure that the stock moves more slowly down the sieve
towards the outlet/tail end than at the inlet/head end.
This results in over tailing stock lingering on the sieve, improving stock distribution and increasing sieve
capacity.
If your model choice on Vibratory Sister Separator is with 2 Levels of Screen
On the first sieve deck, impurities larger than cereal grain are separated and moved out of the machine.
The throughs from the first sieve deck move to the second sieve deck where impurities smaller than
sesame are separated. These impurities are collected in the bottom of the sieve basket from where they
are discharged. The throughs from the first sieve deck which is removed from smaller impurities moves
forward to the outlet chute as accept. This task is called Oversize and Undersize Separation.
If your model choice on Vibratory Sister Separator is with 1 Level of Screen Option 2 of 1.
On the sieve deck, impurities larger than sesame are separated and moved out of the machine. The
throughs from the sieve deck moves forward to the outlet chute as accept.
This task is called Oversize Separation.
If your model choice on Vibratory Sister Separator is with 1 Level of Screen Option 2 of 2.
On the sieve deck, whilst sesame is moving on perforated screen impurities smaller than sesame are
separated, these throughs impurities are
collected in the bottom of the sieve basket from where they are discharged. The sesame which is separated from its smaller admixtures forward to the outlet chute as accept. This task is called Undersize
Separation.
OPTIONAL FEATURES
-Quantity of screen decks
-With or with our inverter
-With our without ball screen cleaning system
-Manufactured for required height
-Feed intake hopper
-Aspiration Channel
-Lifting Fan

TECNICAL DATA
Width
Length

1450 mm
2550 mm

Height

1900 mm

Weight

600 Kg

Screen Area

2 m2

Motor
Material

2x0.43 kW Vibro
AISI-304

Capacity

2 ton per hour

Seed Brush Cleaner

SEED BRUSH CLEANER
Seed Brusher is designed for many application;
*removing the black spots of sesame seeds on the
nose of the seed
*continue hulling process for semi hulled sesame
*cool down the previously treated product in the dryer
to a room temperature
*removing hull that has loosen in the drying or roasting process.

TECNICAL DATA
Width

2860 mm

4370 mm
Length
2420 mm
Height
Weight
1430 Kg
Cylindrical Screen Diameter 630 mm
Cylindrical Screen Length
4000 mm
Motor
3 kW
Air Requirement
20000 m3
Material
AISI304
Capacity
1500 Kg/h

Sesame Seed Dryer

SESAME SEED DRYER
Sesame Seed Dryer is
designed for separation of moisture from
Sesame Seed after Peeling or
Humidifying Process and also
applicable for before Roasting
process.
CONSTRUCTION & ADVANTAGES:
-Choice of Heat Sources-Burner or Steam
Serpentine
-Single Sesame Inlet
-Single Dried Sesame Outlet
-Single Fan
-Single Hot Air Inlet
-Single Hot Air Outlet
-Single Drying Chamber
-Easy Access for cleaning and maintenance
-Easy Control of Heat
-Uniformly dried Seed
- The steel work is all through Stainless Steel
- CNC Laser cut steel components for
precision manufacturing

TECNICAL DATA
Width
Length

2465 mm
3505 mm

Height

5879 mm

Weight

1835 Kg

Chamber Diameter

1900 mm

Fan Power
Fan Flow
Steam Requirement
Capacity
Material
Internal Temperature

30 kW
40000 m3
8 Bar-1600 Kg/h
1500 Kg/h
AISI-304, ST37
100 oC

OPERATION:
Sesame is fed to the machine by means of supplied conveyor equipment; intake of Drier equipped with a short Screw Conveyor to feed the Drying Chamber. Hot
air is supplied to chamber with fan and Sesame is exposed to hot air when enters to chamber. High
moistures sesame remains on lower level of
Chamber and as hot air applied to Sesame, the moisture evaporates from seed and Sesame starts to get lighter. With hot air blast from beneath the chamber
lighter Sesame arise to a higher level in Chamber and directed to accept outlet chute where a short screw conveyor discharges seed to next process.

Sesame Hydration Tank

SESAME HYDRATION TANK
Sesame Hydration Tank is designed for application water and required
additives to Sesame Seed during Sesame Seed Processing.
Application Areas
*Apply water to Sesame before hulling Stage to ease hulling.
*Apply additive to increase the Peeled Sesame coloring.
*Increase the sesame center moister and uniform moister with in
Sesame for better roasting and better taste
*Designed according to HACCP regulations
*Water Nozels to apply water to external cover of Conveying body.
*Water Recirculating pump.
*Water filter and pump.
*Control of Sesame Seed duration in water.
*Works in continuous principle.

7352

2320

2801
2801

6926

6926

Tank Capacity = 3.853 m3
3 cr Pump 3 Unit 0.45 kW, H=38-5 m, Q=10-80 l/min
5 cr Pump 1 Unit 0,75 kW, H=67-12 m, Q=10-80 l/min
1 Unit 0,75 kW Motor
1 Unit 0,25 kW Motor

Continuous Cylindrical Roaster

CONTINUOUS CYLINDRICAL ROASTER
CCS5000
- Continuous Cylindrical Roaster designed for sesame seed roasting for optimum
result for traditional treatment principles by using the most innovative technology.
- The Continuous Cylindrical Roaster consists of a series of cylinders with double
cover heated by steam.
- A homogeneous sesame roast with the ideal humidity conditions achieved by
Sesame passing through heated double cover Cylinders.
- All parameters of the Roaster controlled via PLC System.
- Mechanical dynamics of Roaster designed by years of experience reflection.
- Operational practicality and hygiene are key design factors along with technological applications and hardware durability.
- Combined roasting and sterilization
- Targeted flavor improvement
TECNICAL DATA
Width

2465 mm

Length

3505 mm

Height

5879 mm

Weight

1835 Kg

Chamber Diameter

1900 mm

Fan Power
Fan Flow
Steam Requirement

30 kW
40000 m3
8 Bar-1600 Kg/h

Capacity
Material
Internal Temperature

1500 Kg/h
AISI-304, ST37
100 oC

Tahini Mill

TAHINI MILL TM 3x380
Sesame grinding creates Tahini which is done 2 two stages to reach required specification.
First phase, first Mill generate course Tahina and on second Mill with 2 mills crushes Tahina
to its the thinnest form.
Water cooling at first outlet pan and at the second out let bin, double layer jacket with cool
water.
Tahina which is gained in reservoir shall be transferred to Tahina storage tank through
centrifugal pumps.
Stone diameter are 380 mm each with 15 kw Motor.
(3 Stones on machine, 3 x 15 kW = 45kW)
The capacity is 450 Kg for 45-50 micron per one hour.
Capacity is 300 Kg for 30 micron per one hour.
-Plc system
-Touch screen
-Speed control
-Degree control
-Automatic sesame on / off
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Representatives
RUSSIA
Address:Rostov-on-Don, Sokolov Avenue,
house 53/182, office 617
Phone : +7 (863) 303-30-42
E-Mail : ru.technomash@yandex.ru

UZBEKİSTAN
Address: Uzbekistan, 100114, Tashkent, YUNUSABAD
DISTRICT, massif YUNUSABAD-19,TKAD
Phone : +998 90 808 63 36
E-Mail : fahriddin.ift@gmail.com

99
99
akyurekltd.com
akyurekltd.com

FRANCE
Company : TVI sarl 95 Rue Alexandre Fourny
94500 CHAMPIGNY SUR MARNE -FRANCE
Tel : +33 (0) 1 80 91 56 00
Fax : +33 (0) 1 80 91 56 01
Mobil : +33 (0) 6 08 57 17 58
Mail : nicola.gregorio@tvisarl.com
Site web : www.tvi-france.fr

AUSTRALIA
Company : Seed Processing Equipment Australia Pty Ltd
(Established in 1997)
Unit 1/85 Tapleys Hill Road
Hendon, South Australia 5014
PH: +61 417 82 0037
E-Mail: speaaust@spea.com.au

CANADA
Company :HS Automation Ltd.
5 Industrial road
Strathroy N7G 4J5
ON Canada
Phone : (519) 245 2310
Fax: (519) 245 2313

NEW ZERLANDA
Company : Seed Processing Equipment Australia Pty Ltd
(Established in 1997)
Unit 1/85 Tapleys Hill Road
Hendon, South Australia 5014
PH: +61 417 82 0037
E-Mail: speaaust@spea.com.au

US
Company :HS Automation Ltd.
5 Industrial road
Strathroy N7G 4J5
ON Canada
Phone : (519) 245 2310
Fax: (519) 245 2313

